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In 1935 Roman Jakobson presented the sholarlypublic at the Masaryk University
of Bmo with a comprehensive defmition of the concept of dominant:

1 "It is the
focusing component of a work of art; it rules, determines and transforms the remaining
components. It is the dominant which gurantees the integrity of the structure. The
dominant specifies the work." 2 He goes on pointing out that verse (or a whole
literature in a given period, or the art in a given period) is a system of values
possessing its own hierarchy in which there are superior and inferior values and one
leading value -the dominant- without which verse in a given poetry (a genre in
literature, a particular art form at a given time) cannot be evaluated. The history of
a literary style can be conceived as a change in the hierarchy of values including
the replacement of a canonized dominant by another innovating one. The concept
of dominant as well as the whole hierarchical approach has been an organic part of
the structuralist method in generai and of the Prague school in particular.

3
.

The dominant, as defined by Jakobson, is the highest organizing and therefore 1
the chief stabilizing component of a given structure. From the above quoted
chracterization follows at least implicitly, that it comprises also the chief dynamic
constituent of the structure. The expamples given by Jakobson reinforce this
implication:

Jakobson shows first the importance of the concepUof dominant for an adequate
description and differentiation of verses in their different forms. He compares the
Czech verse of the 14th century with Czech verse ofithe Realist period and with
what at that time was the contemporary verse, the verse of the thirties. In all three
the same elements can be observed- rhyme, a syllabic scheme and intonational unity;
but there is a different hierarchy of values, each has 'Ii different dominant, for the
first rhyme was the dominant, for the second it was the syllabic scheme, while for
the third the intonatinal integrity fulfilled this role. ,

Jakobson goes on to apply the concept of dominant at a higher level of generality;
a poetic work is defined by him thus:"lt is a verbal message whose dominant is the
aesthetic function." 4 He stresses the fact that the marks disclosing the implementation
of the aesthetic function are changeable. Having established the aesthetic function
as the dominant of the poetic work we can also establish the hierarchy of diverse
linguistic functions within the poetic work.

Jakobson ascribes to the dominant particular importance for the study of literary
evoluation. Evolution, says Jakobson, is not so much a question of the disappearance
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of certain elements and the emergence of others as it is the question of shifts in the
mutual relationship among the diverse components of the system ,it is a question
of the shifting of dominant which brings along shifts in evaluation. That which from
the point of view of the old system was regarded as worthless may be adopted by
the new system as a positive value. S As an example he brings the verse of the
Russian late-Romantic lyricists Tjucev and Fet whose verse was criticized by the
Realist critics for the errors and alleged carelessness. Turgenev, who published these
poems, corrected their rhythm and style according to the values prevalent in his
time. Only much later were the original texts reinstated and recognized as an initial
step toward a new concept of poetic form.

The final point made by Jakobson is that the shift is also a directly experienced
synchronic phenomenon : "The reader of a poem or a viewer of a painting has a
vivid awareness of the two orders the traditional canon and the artistic novelty as
a deviation from the canon."

6

The nature as well as the function of the dominant will become clearer and
more definite when we look at the highest organizing constituent together with its
inner dynamic counterpart ,while separating at the same time the dynamic aspect
from the stabilizing one. For this purpose I shall use the theory of music.

In the theory of music every tonal composition is'defmed by its tonality, i.e.,
by the scale in which it is written. The tonality is given by the lonic the key tone
Le., the first tone on the scale. The tonality defines the relations of all the tones
to the tonic and gives the composition its stable framework.

7 It is important to note

that in order to create the effect of completeness, a composer has to end his (tonal)
composition on the lonic. Otherwise the composition gives the impression of something
unfinished, something open which demands a further movement for its completion.
It is Lhe tonic that determines the relations between the tones on the scale as well
as in the composition. It determines the whole hierarchy, the possible variations in
these relations and thus the character and the integrity of the work. It gives it its
stable basis, its fixed point of orientation. I suggest, therefore to call the fIXing,
focusing constiluentof,a work of art the lonic.

~

The other I,lost important tone on the scale is the quinta, the fifth tone called
lhe dominant. On the dominant the scale which follows on the circle of quintas is
constructed. It is the dynamic, the productive constituent of the structure. Of course,
I use the theory of music metaphorically as Mikhail Bakhtin does when he speaks
about the "Polyphonic novel" and "intonating". By taIling Dostoevslcy's novels
"polyphonic" Bakhtin stresses the organized coexistence of several cognitive voices
or consciousness, within the framework of the literary texL

8 In our case the theory
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of music enables us to represent in an adequate way the simultaneous existence of
the two aspects of the Jakobsonian dominant. ~

Let us see now how the binary concept of "tonic an~ dominant" functions when
applied in an actual analysis. As we are dealing with the heritage of the Prague
school and of Czech literary scholarship let us look also at a Czech literary text-
Jaroslav Hasek's "The Good Soldier Svejk and his Fortunes in the World War." It
has been the generally accepted view that the figure of the Good Soldier is the
highest organizing principle of the novel, that it is SveJKwho fixes the text and thus
he is the tonic of the novel. According to Jakobson's conception of the dominant
Svejk indeed seems to fulml this role, at least to a certain exenlDL But we are still
left with a very basic question, namely, how can Svejk be the chief organizing
principle when he is the chief disorganizing element who disrupts repeatedly the
plot by his unpredictable behaviour, who keeps intruding his interminable humorous
anecdotes and turns the great game of war into a series of SveJ1ciangames. The
binary concept which relates the tonic to the dominant enables us to look at the
novel differently: Svejk is indeed the dominant in the musical sense. He is the
dynamic aspect. the productive constituent of the novel. We may say that he creates
the lext. The fixed organizing principle is the game of ~e war. It is a game played
according to generally accepted and rigid rules. It is played in a very definite time
and very definite space. Within this universal game Svjek carries out his own games
according to his own rules creating enough space for i~vention and improvisation.9

Our next example is concerned with the problem~ of evaluation. The famous
unfinished Svejk-novel had two earlier predecessors, a,~eries of short stories wriuen
in 1911 10 and a novella written in Kiev in 1916-19P during Hasek's Patriotic
joumalisitc activities in the periodical "Cechoslovan" .I~is called "The Good Soldier
Sevejk in Captivity" 11and like the stories was never translated into English. The
short stories belong to Hasek's masterpieces in this genre. But the novella has caused
quite a lot of confusion among Hasek's scholars. They have agreed that from the
literary point of view it is significantly inferior to the novel but the reason for this
inferiority has never been stated. This is particularly puzzelling since most of the
novel's ingredients can be found already in the novella: There is the war, there are
the officers and the soldiers, there are many of the yPisodes and there is Svejk.
When we apply the "tonic-dominant" concept one reaso,n for this inferiority emerges
very clearly. It is found in the very figure of Svejk. In the novella he is a static,
passive, mostly non-productive puppet. He is completely subdued to the tonic which
is the anti-Austrian propaganda represented by the mu,rator. This quality becomes
particularly striking when we compare the amount o.f Svejk's direct speech and
story-telling in the novel with that in the novella. In th~ novel Svejk is undoubtedly
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the chief speaker, but in the novella it is the narrator who speaks most of the time.
There is no dynamic aspect to the novella, the dominant is missing.

In the same way can this binary model be used for clafrifying and explicating
at least one aspect of the inferiority of such works like the so called "Robinsoniads"
or "Quijotias", but I shall not undertake this analysis here.

In the study of literary evolution the original dominant has been a~plied quite
fruitfully both by the Russian formalists and the Czech structuralists

1 . As I said
earlier the synchronic existence of the fixed (canonized) of the changing (the new)
has been recognized and described quite clearly already by Jakobson. But even in
Jakobson's presentation of the synchronic expericence -the simultaneous "existence
of the foregrounded new on the background of the canonized" makes this phenomenon
a chain of discrete occurences. The fact that the canonized art is just about to be
passed and the new art is just about to be canonized, the fact that it is a mauer of
constant movement is missing in this presentation. The use of the theory of music
and of the binary concept of tonic and dominant provides us with an adequate
description of the graduality, the almost fluidity of the evolutive process which has
not been captured by the earlier models.

For the sake of clarity we have to introduce another term from the theory of
music: the interval. It is the relation created by the difference of height between
two tones. Now, the relation between the tonic and the dominant is constant, that
of quinta. Thus the number of vibrations of the dominant is always higher than that
of the tonic and the ratio between the smaller and the higher number is constant,
namely- 2:3. Looking at the circle of quintas we can Iobserve another interesting

feature. The distance between the tonics of any two con~utive scales is quite big--
five tones. At the same time any two consecutive scales on this circle are the most
similar in that they share half of the scale. The scales ,follow each other thus:

C majorc d c f g' a h c

G major g a h c d e f # g

D major d e f # g a h c # ~
A major a h c # d e f # g # a e.tc

From this part of the circle of quintas we can see already that this model brings
out nicely some basic aspects of the movement of literary evoluation. We can see
quite clearly what might be called" the altered return to the before last style". For
example, the passage from the Rennaissance style to the Neo-classic sylle of the
11th century in Italy with the Baroque in between is paraDed to the movement from
C major to D major, via G major. Like the return from C major to D major, the
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Neo-classicism is on the swface level a come-back to the Renaissance; at the same

time it is basically different from it

Returning to Hasek for the third time we shall exan{'ine the validity of the model

by applying it to the concrete example of a rising style and itS relation to the
.canonized style of the time. In his life time Hasek's literary style was anything but
canonized, in fact, it seemed to be very distant from what at that time was the
canonized high literary style. Hasek's short stories were however extremely popular
not only among the general reading public but also among the editors of the various
journals for which he used to write. His way of writing was part of the light
journalistic canon, but not of the high literary one. As late as 1938 Rene Wellck, a
prominent member of the Prague Linguistic Circle appraised Hasek's unfmished
novel in the following words : "The book is not much of a work of art, as it is full
of low humour..."

13The second part of Wellek's phrase is true to an extent Hasek's
artistic language comprises the Prague pub jargon, the armyjargon, jargons of various
profession, but mainly journalistic jargon, and of course, low language which was
not necssarily part of any of the jargons. Behind this low language many literary
subtextS ad transformations are hidden. Hasek's literary textS are strongly oriented
to works of other authors and to foreign literature. At that time the canonized style
demanded correct and quite high language. The orientation towards foreign literatures
(as a part of poetic language and not as object of imitation) was relatively small.
For onc of the main objectS of that literature was self-affirmation. Hasek's style was
gradulally recognized and became by 1947 (the year oft'he first scientific publication
about Hasek) a legitimate objcct of scholarly study. His style bacame an integral
part of the literary canon. His influence upon Czech literature can be discerned in
the works of many important prose writers like Kundera, Hirabal, Kohout, Vaculik
and Others. '

The manner in which Hasek's style enters into the history of modern Czech
prose and moves towards canonization can be rcpresented as a tonic - dominant
move:

Cannon

T D

c d e f g a h c

Hasek- -
T
g a h c d e f# g

His style was quite distant from the tonic but already-partof the literarysystem.
One might say that it was the dominant of the time,:the dynamic, the chcmging
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element in the system. There is no doubt that Hasek's art possessed the "vitality"
or "productivity" necessary for a rising style to assert itself.

Of course we cannot speak here of a constant ratio of 2:3 but there is a constant
pattern of relationships between a canonized style and a rising style or.between any
tonic and any dominant The various fonns of this pauern demand a detail analysis
and I shall have to leave it for a separate study.

.

In conclusion I would like to point out that I am' aware of the fact that the
choice of the tonic + dominant principle and of the circle of quintas might seem
somewhat arbitrary as there are many other regular reIationsand kinships between
tonalities and intervals. Each of the kinships between tonalities might possibly render
some interesting insights into literary sUUcturesand processes. But for our purposes-
the study of the two aspects of dominance in a constantly dynamic process- our
choice seems to be the most apt one.
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